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this method can enable a number of creative and entertaining use of camera images. For example, users can create a group photo with their families or friends who are not necessarily all at the same location or available at the same time. Users can also create group photos of themselves with celebrities, other objects of interest or in front of a new location of their choice. Users can create photo-montages, photo-collages or photo time-series from multiple segmented images to enable new representations of their personal media. Users can also create playful and imaginative representations of themselves and their friends by embedding themselves in a virtual world, where they engage in virtual activities such as playing a game. In this paper, we propose a system that can perform segmentation of foreground objects from camera images, which can be used by people or application developers to enable creative expression using personal media. We assume a static background whose 3D model can be acquired in advance ofﬂine. A comprehensive discussion of 3D acquisition can be found elsewhere [3], [4], [5], [6]. Here, we focus on the automatic localization of camera images taken anywhere within the known 3D environment and extracting foreground objects from this image. Localization is performed by comparing multiple pre-captured views of the 3D environment against the uncalibrated camera image and our approach does not require the pre-captured views to be taken from the same viewing position and angle as the input image, eliminating the time and effort of manual setup and coordination. Following localization, selected views of the 3D environment are warped to align with the camera image. These images are then colormapped and compared against the camera image to segment the foreground content which can then be augmented onto any chosen scene, whether virtually created or captured by cameras. Our method to segment foreground content is fully automatic and unsupervised, assumes only a few pre-captured views of the 3D environment, is robust to viewpoint changes and makes no assumptions regarding the foreground object. Our system works with mobiles devices with and without geo-location and orientation sensors. The sensors, when available, help speed up camera localization by constraining the search space. The visual information from captured pictures are used to precisely localize and estimate the pose of the the camera. Segmentation of the foreground image is performed purely based on visual processing. We present an



Abstract—The popularity of mobile photography paves the way to create new ways of viewing, interacting and enabling a user’s creative expression with personal media. In this paper, we describe an instantaneous and automatic method to localize the camera and enable segmentation of foreground objects such as people from an input image, assuming knowledge of the environment in which the image was taken. Camera localization is performed by comparing multiple views of the 3D environment against the uncalibrated input image. Following localization, selected views of the 3D environment are aligned, color-mapped and compared against the input image to segment the foreground content. We demonstrate results using our proposed system in two illustrative applications: a virtual game played between multiple users involving virtual projectiles and a group shot of multiple people who may not be available simultaneously at the same time or place created against a background of their choice. Keywords-segmentation, camera pose, homography, color mapping, alignment.



I. I NTRODUCTION With rapid improvements in the quality of camera imaging on mobile devices, mobile photography is becoming more and more popular. Several applications such as geomapping of personal media, augmented reality and gaming are growing rapidly in consumer markets and typically utilize information from various sensors on the device (GPS, accelerometer, gyroscope etc.) in addition to the camera. State-of-the-art imaging applications such as geo-mapping pin the thumbnail of a picture on a map. In the area of augmented reality, the main focus has been on augmenting computer graphics generated content to provide additional information/recommendations to the user regarding the scene in front of them[1], [2]. However, there have been relatively fewer advances in new ways of viewing, interacting and enabling a user’s creative expression with camera images and current mobile applications typically display images in a two-dimensional slideshow fashion. Images from mobile cameras can serve as input to enable richer media applications, where users can express their creativity and imagination. Indeed, there have been a number of fun photo editing applications such as face morphing that have gained popularity in various app stores. In this paper, we describe an instantaneous and automatic photo editing method to enable segmentation of foreground objects such as people from a camera image, assuming knowledge of the environment in which the image was taken. We believe that 978-0-7695-4729-9/12 $26.00 © 2012 IEEE DOI 10.1109/ICMEW.2012.87
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Figure 2: Vision Algorithms Overview.



camera pose estimation; and in alignment of the planar structures of the input image to those in the background images. Following alignment, color mapping is performed to account for color differences between the input and background images due to varying camera sensors and lighting conditions. Finally, the aligned and color-mapped images are used to perform segmentation. The camera pose estimates and the segmentation masks are the outputs of the vision algorithms that are transmitted to the rendering engine to enable new ways of composing and viewing the images from the mobile device.



Figure 1: System Overview.



overview of our proposed system in Section II, followed by details of our algorithms in Section III. Section IV presents the results and Section V concludes the paper. II. S YSTEM OVERVIEW Our system is illustrated in Fig. 1. We assume that the environment is static and its 3D geometry is known a priori. The 3D geometry can be obtained using laser scanning, passive stereo imaging, structured lighting or time-of-ﬂight sensing technology. Many algorithms have been developed for indoor 3D reconstruction [3], [4]. Companies such as Navteq and Earthmine start providing 3D map services with geometry of outdoor scenes [7]. We assume urban and indoor environments that typically consist of building facades, ground and ceiling can be approximated using a set of planar structures [8]. During the ofﬂine pre-processing, multiple views of each planar structure of the background environment are captured. Textures from these background images are registered to the corresponding planar structures, together with its 3D geometry, and stored on servers in the cloud. At run time, an uncalibrated input image from a mobile device is compared to the stored background geometry and textures by the vision algorithms module to estimate camera pose and to separate foreground objects from background environment. The results are then sent to the rendering engine, either on the mobile device or on a different computer, for visualization and user interaction.



A. Visual Features Extraction State-of-the-art candidates for visual feature extraction and descriptor generation include SIFT [9] and SURF [10]. Our system uses SURF for its tradeoff between speed and accuracy. Note that visual features can be extracted from background planar structures ofﬂine during pre-processing. B. Homography Estimation The visual features extracted from an input image I are matched against features from all available background images [9]. The search space of background images can be narrowed if GPS or compass information is available from the mobile device to speed up the matching process. If the number of matching points between I and a background image is above a pre-deﬁned threshold, the background image is considered a matching candidate. As each background image is associated with a planar structure in the environment, merging all the matching background candidates gives us the set of m planar structures that I contains. For each planar structure Ii (i = 1...m) in I, the matching background candidate with the highest number of matching points is chosen as the corresponding background image Bi . For each resulting pair of Ii and Bi , we use RANSAC to compute a homography Hi that maps the matched features from Bi to Ii using their spatial correspondence [9]. For a planar structure, a homography Hi is a non-singular 3 × 3 matrix that maps a 2D point xBi in Bi to its corresponding 2D point xIi in Ii [11]: xIi = Hi · xBi .



III. V ISION A LGORITHMS The various stages of processing undergone by an input image in the vision algorithms module are shown in Fig. 2. The input image from the mobile device ﬁrst undergoes visual feature extraction. The extracted visual features are used to perform homography estimation, where multiple homographies corresponding to the multiple planar structures in the input image are computed. These homographies are then used to calculate the position and orientation of the camera on the mobile device in the 3D world during



C. Camera Pose Estimation As the 3D geometry and the image textures of planar structures in the environment are known, a projective trans-
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formation PBi that maps from any 3D point Xi on a planar structure of the environment to its corresponding 2D point xBi in a background image can be pre-computed ofﬂine using xBi = PBi · Xi . We then have x I i = Hi · P B i · X i = P I i · X i .



(1)



Therefore, we can calculate a projective transformation PIi = Hi · PBi that maps from a 3D point Xi to its corresponding 2D point xIi in the input image. Once PIi is known, we can compute any xIi given corresponding Xi using Eq. 1. A projective transformation can be decomposed as PIi = K[R|T ] [11]. Here, K is a 3 × 3 matrix determined by the intrinsic parameters of the camera such as the focal length and optical center, which can be obtained either from the camera speciﬁcations or via a standard camera calibration routine [12]. R and T are the camera pose parameters representing a rotation and a translation with respect to a pre-deﬁned 3D reference coordinate system. Hence, we can rewrite Eq. 1 as xIi = K[R|T ] Xi . Given pre-measured or computed Xi , xIi , and K, a least-squares minimization process can be employed to compute R and T , which specify the position and orientation of the camera during the capture.



(a) Input image I



(b) Matched background Bi



(c) Aligned background Bi



(d) Projection mask MiP



Figure 3: Alignment.



D. Alignment Given the homography Hi estimated previously, the background image texture Bi of each planar structure can be projected onto the planar structure in the input image to generate an aligned background texture Bi , xBi = Hi · xBi . Fig. 3 illustrates the alignment process. Fig. 3a shows the input image I from the camera. Fig. 3b shows the best matched background texture Bi for one planar structure in I. Fig. 3c shows the aligned background texture Bi and Fig. 3d shows the binary projection mask MiP that represents the area occupied by the ith planar structure in the input image.



(a) Adjusted projection mask MiP 



(b) Masked input image Ii



(c) Masked background Bi



(d) Colormapped background Bi



Figure 4: Color mapping.



E. Color Mapping Ideally, the foreground within Ii can be extracted by differencing the input image Ii and its aligned background Bi [13]. However, since the input and background images may be captured using different cameras under different lighting conditions with different camera poses, color mapping is needed to adjust the colors in Bi to match those of Ii . We ﬁrst need to eliminate the inﬂuence of the foreground object that only appears in the input image to improve color mapping accuracy. Hence, we compute the difference between Ii and Bi within the projection mask MiP . A 50% theshold is applied to the resulting difference image to coarsely extract the foreground and remove it from MiP to generate an adjusted projection mask MiP  , as in Fig. 4a. We then estimate color mappings from Bi to Ii within the adjusted projection mask MiP  . Fig. 4b and Fig. 4c show the pixels within MiP  for the input image Ii and the



background texture Bi respectively. A histogram of all the intensity values in Ii that correspond to each intensity value in Bi is computed for each of the three color channels. The color mapping function for each channel is then estimated by automatically enforcing the above mapping to be monotonic. Finally, the adjusted color mappings are applied to Bi as lookup tables to create aligned and colormapped background image texture Bi as shown in Fig. 4d. To ensure the robustness of color mapping to noise, a Gaussian low pass ﬁlter is applied to both Ii and Bi before performing color mapping. F. Segmentation Our segmentation algorithm combines color information with binary image processing techniques to compute a
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(a) Dual thresholded mask MiF



(b) Reﬁned mask MiF 



(c) Final mask



(d) Segmented result



background image Bi . Background pixels in a local area are added to the foreground mask when their statistics differ signiﬁcantly between the input and background images. Indeed, similar methods have been applied to alphamatting and segmentation problems in the literature [15]. Our method differs from Bayesian alpha matting in two ways. First, we propose a novel statistical criterion for mask reﬁnement when both input and background images are available. Second, our method is very fast as it does not involve iterative optimization at each pixel and uses simple statistical models. Consider a local window of size n × n at a pixel in the mask MiF that is labeled foreground. Let s represent the window-sized neighborhood in Ii and let t represent the corresponding neighborhood in Bi . Let N (μ, σ 2 ) denote the normal distribution with mean μ and standard deviation σ. We model the pixels in s and t using normal distributions speciﬁed as N (μs , σs2 ) and N (μt , σt2 ) respectively. μs , σs and μt , σt can be estimated from s and t respectively using maximum likelihood estimation. Consider any pixel in s that is labeled background in MiF and denote it using sj , with the corresponding pixel from t denoted using tj . We deﬁne two measures of statistical dispersion at this pixel location: one denoted as ds which assumes that sj and tj arise from the input image distribution and the other denoted as dt which assumes that they arise from the background image distribution. When the input and background statistics are similar which occurs in background regions, the two measures of dispersion are expected to be small. Both measures of dispersion are expected to be large in regions where the input image contains foreground regions. We deﬁne the measures of dispersion as the probability of the range of values between the foreground and background pixels:   ds = CDFN (μs ,σs2 ) [sj ] − CDFN (μs ,σs2 ) [tj ] (3)     dt = CDFN (μt ,σt2 ) [sj ] − CDFN (μt ,σt2 ) [tj ] (4)



Figure 5: Segmentation.



foreground mask for the input image. The segmentation algorithms consists of three main steps: dual-thresholding to produce a binary foreground mask, mask reﬁnement using statistical analysis of input and background images and mask post-processing to produce the ﬁnal segmentation mask. We compute differences between each planar structure in the input image Ii and its aligned and colormapped background texture Bi . We merge the differencing results for all the planar structures contained in the input image to  create a difference map D = ∩N i=0 |Ii −Bi |. Segmentation by thresholding is very sensitive to the threshold value, which results in a trade-off between retaining excessive background pixels and removal of foreground pixels. We utilize dualthresholding [14] on D to overcome these drawbacks of thresholding. The basic principle of dual-thresholding is to ﬁrst threshold D using a high and a low threshold to produce two sets of segmented binary regions Γh and Γl . The binary foreground mask M F is then created by selecting those regions in Γl that overlap Γh : M F = {γl ∈ Γl | ∃γh ∈Γh γl ∩ γh = 0},



where CDFN (μ,σ2 ) denotes the cumulative distribution function of the normal distribution N (μ, σ 2 ), and | · | denotes the absolute value. For full color images, the same model is applied separately on all three color channels and dispersion is computed using the maximum of the individual dispersions in the three channels. When both dt and ds exceed a certain threshold, the pixel location of sj is labeled as foreground in the reﬁned mask MiF  . Note that since the dispersion measure is deﬁned as a probability, it lies between 0 and 1 and we used a threshold of 0.5. We found the performance of this method to be superior to simple likelihood ratio tests between corresponding pixels from the input Ii and background Bi , since the likelihood ratio is more sensitive to bias in the estimation of local probability distributions from the input and background images. We repeat the reﬁnement process on pixels newly added to the



(2)



where γl and γh represent segmented binary regions in Γl and Γh respectively. An example result is shown in Fig. 5a. Within each adjusted projection mask MiP  of the input image, we perform mask reﬁnement on the foreground mask MiF based on statistical analysis of the input and background images to generate a reﬁned mask MiF  . Mask reﬁnement is based on the intuition that foreground regions tend to be localized and well connected and pixels neighboring known foreground pixels are likely to be foreground pixels as well. We analyze the statistics of local areas surrounding known foreground pixels in both input Ii and aligned colormapped
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Vision Algorithms Visual feature extraction Homography estimation Camera pose estimation Alignment Color mapping Segmentation



Runtime (s) 0.28 1.11 0.0017 0.093 0.025 0.24



Table I: Performance (a)



foreground mask until a limit on the number of added pixels is reached. A reﬁned foreground mask MiF  is shown in Fig. 5b. In the ﬁnal step, we perform post-processing of the foreground masks using boundary artifact removal and connected components analysis (CCA). First, the reﬁned binary submasks MiF  are merged to obtain a single foreground mask M F  . We then apply a median ﬁlter to this mask to remove any possible boundary artifacts between planar segments in the input image caused by merging. Next, CCA is performed on this mask to obtain all the components in the input image [16]. Thresholding based on the area of each component is used to ﬁlter out and remove small components; the remaining components are ﬁlled to generate a better connected foreground mask. A ﬁnal mask is shown in Fig. 5c with the segmented image in Fig. 5d. The segmented image is then output to the rendering engine for creative visualizations.



(b)



Figure 6: (a) Virtual game. (b) Virtual groupshot.



segmented foreground user images from our system were then overlaid in a 3D environment and rendered as a stop motion animation, along with an animated sequence of ﬂying projectile, such as birds. This creates a visualization of one user attacking other users (his friends or even himself!) with a basket of birds. Fig. 6a shows one frame from the rendered virtual game and the full video sequence is submitted as supplemental material. Virtual group shot: This application enables users to create a group photo with their friends who are not available at the same time or place. Examples could be a class reunion photo or a collage created from multiple photos of different people against a popular landmark that they visited at different times. Fig. 6b shows an example of a virtual group shot that was created using our system at the public event.1 Users captured photos against the 3D environment at different time instants. The images of people segmented by our system were placed in the 3D environment at the location where each photo was taken, based on the camera pose our system estimated. It is clear from the images in Fig. 6 that the segmentation results are not perfect and that there are problems where colors on people’s clothing match the colors in the background image. However, during the event, we found that a majority of the users did not have a problem with these minor segmentation issues and enjoyed playing the virtual game. This was slightly surprising and we believe that there is room for imperfections in technology, especially in the personal entertainment space, as long as the usage of the application is compelling. Table I shows the runtime of each component in the visual algorithms on a Core i7 desktop at 3.33GHZ



IV. R ESULTS We demonstrated our system with real user content at Intel Developer Forum and the response to the automatic photo editing and rendering system was overwhelmingly positive. The 3D environment of our event center was created beforehand. The entire space is represented by multiple planar structures and we captured four images from different view angles for each planar structure. During the event, users were asked to take photos of themselves or their friends/colleagues using mobile devices that were handed out to them. The captured photos were sent via a wireless network to a server where the camera pose was estimated and foreground objects such as people were segmented. Users were then able to view their personal media in two different representations outlined below. They showcase the possible usages our system can enable. Virtual game: The purpose of this application is to enable users to create playful representations from captured photos where they play a role-playing game with themselves or other people. We asked three users to pose for a succession of ﬁve camera shots each as though they were playing an action of a role. One user was asked to pose as if he was stepping on something to launch a projectile, a second user was asked to pose as if he was shielding himself from being attacked and the third user was asked to pose as if he was being hit by a projectile launched by the ﬁrst user. The
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privacy reason, we blurred faces in the ﬁgure.



CPU frequency. The overall runtime is around 1.6s. The fast processing speed of our proposed method makes interactive applications possible, e.g., the virtual game. Besides, most of the runtime was spent on matching the input image to the known 3D environment. With a more efﬁcient indexing mechanism, we can potentially speed up the overall process further.
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V. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK In this paper, we presented a system to segment foreground objects from a known 3D environment that is represented as a composition of planar surfaces containing textures. In our system, an input image acquired from a mobile device is used to estimate the location and orientation of the camera when the image was taken with the help of known images of the background. Camera pose and the known background images are used to align, colormap and segment the foreground object from the image. Our segmentation method, unlike blue screen matting, handles textured backgrounds and is fully automatic and unsupervised, while commercial tools such as Photoshop color replacement and QuickSelect require signiﬁcant user interaction to generate accurate segmentation results. We demonstrated two applications of the system. In one application, our system renders an interactive and fun game played by multiple people in a virtual world. In another application, multiple users who are not available at the same time or place simultaneously can take a group photo using our system. We believe that these are just the tip of the iceberg in terms of enabling users’ creative expression and developing fun and interactive applications using personal media. Apparently our segmentation results are not perfect. For example, better color mapping can be designed to alleviate the system’s sensitivity to differences in cameras and lighting. A more fundamental limitation of our system is that our segmentation method relies primarily on color information, which cannot distinguish input and background regions with matching colors. In the future, we would like to consider other cues such as texture consistency, especially within the statistical reﬁnement framework, to improve segmentation. We would also like to utilize a hierarchical segmentation approach where higher level algorithms such as normalized cuts that utilize the low level color attributes can improve segmentation accuracy [17], [18].
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